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INTRODUCTION 
Recent work of R. V. Moody and K. L. Teo studies the Chevalley groups 
of a class of infinite dimensional Lie algebras generalizing the classical 
finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras. Their main result is that these 
groups possess Tits’ systems [6]. Here we obtain the corresponding result for 
the Chevalley groups arising from e-extreme representations of the algebras. 
The latter are not generalizations of the adjoint representation when the 
algebra is nonclassical. The adjoint groups are nevertheless images of our 
groups. The e-extreme case more closely resembles Steinberg’s treatment [8] 
in that we obtain a generalization of the Chevalley commutator formula. 
No such relations are known to exist in the adjoint groups. 
1. CONSTRUCTION AND REPRESENTATION OF THE ALGEBFW 
Let N and Z+ be the natural numbers and the nonnegative integers, 
respectively. Let I = {i E N: i < d} where we allow .4 = CO. An integral 
matrix (A&,r which satisfies the following conditions will be called a Cartan 
matrix: 
(i) & = 2 for all i E I, 
(ii) Aij < 0 if i # j, 
(iii) A,, = 0 o Aji = 0 for all i, j E I. 
For 4 a field of characteristic zero, we will denote by F the free +-Lie algebra 
on the set {hi , e, , fi : i E I}. Let % denote the linear span of the elements hi 
and let A be an &dimensional &vector space with basis {cq : i E I}. For each 
in I, we may define wi in Horn (A, A) by orjwui = 01~ - Ajiaj for all j E I. 
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Let W be the Weyl group generated by the wi . We have a linear mapping - 
of A into the dual X* defined by &!,(hJ = Adj . We denote by K the ideal of F 
generated by the elements 
[hi , hiI, 
[ei l.hl - hh, , 
[ei , hi] - hV-4 ei , 
[fi 7 41 + WJ fi . 
Our interest in this section is in certain modules for z = F/K. For more 
details on the construction of z, see [5]. We continue to write ei , fi , hi , .x? for 
the images of these in z. For convenience in what follows we will write 
[Yl > Y2 t***, yJ for the Lie product [[..., [_ri , y.J,...], yJ. For each&tuple of 
nonnegative (nonpositive) integers, we let L(d, ,..., d,) be the linear span of all 
elements [eil ,..., eJ(l-j,l ,..., fJ) where ei (fJ appears precisely 1 di 1 times. 
Here we have assumed that G is finite for convenience in writing (4 ,..., d!). 
If e is infinite, the only &tuples for which E(d, ,..., dc) is nonzero are those 
which contain only finitely many nonzero coefficients. We will say that 
(4 ,.**, dc) is positive (negative) if each nonzero di is positive (negative). 
We include &’ as z(O,..., 0). It is clear that dim z(d, ,..., de) < co and that 
dim z(O,..., & 1 ,..., 0) = 1. Let z+ and z- be the subalgebras of z generated 
by the ei and the fi . Then z+ is the sum of all positive z(d, ,..., dc) and 
similarly for z-. Also, z = 3’ @ e+ @ z-. We note that z has the auto- 
morphism 7 given by ei ++fi .
If 01 = ~~=, &xi is a finite sum and z(K, ,..., R,) # 0 we call 01 a root of z 
and write z, for z(k, ,..., kd). One sees that z = @,L, and that 
L , &I c L+e - 
The oli are called simple roots. If c1 is any root, by the height of OL, ht(a), we 
mean & ki . We call 01 positive or negative according to whether ht(a) is 
positive or negative. The set of all simple (positive) roots will be denoted 
n(P). Finally we denote by @the universal enveloping algebra of z. 
A cyclic module ‘93 for the Lie algebra z is said to be e-extreme if there 
exists a generator x such that xh = F(h)x and xei = 0 for all i E I. Let /l E A 
and let W be any e-extreme E-module with r = 2. As in [3, p. 2131, llJz is 
generated by all elements xfil ... fi, (Y > 0) and 
xfi, . ..fi) = (A - (ai, + ... + a,,))(h) xfii, ...fi.. 
From this we conclude that m is the direct sum of weight spaces ‘$XIJz, and 
that each weight can be written 
/i = (1” - i kidi 
i=l 
(kc E Z+), 
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where k, is the number of occurrences of fi in x 8, “‘fi,. Note that the sum is 
finite regardless of whether I is. If A - Ci=i k@, is a weight, let p = 
d - & kiari and write %I& for the linear span of all xffi, **a fi, such that fi 
appears precisely k, times. Clearly %I&, _C ‘&I& and m = x W, . If mU # 0, 
we call p a quasiweight and define the height of I”, k(p) = -C ki . If 
We say (AJ has no null roots if there are no nontrivial relations of the 
type C k& = 0 (k, E Z+). W e assume from now on that (A,) has no null 
roots. The Cartan matrices with null roots have been classified in [2]. If 
(A,) has no null roots, /1” = fi + (1 = TV since 
/f’ = (1” - 1 k& z- c k,& = 0. 
Hence ‘%X1 = %R,, . We define a partial ordering on the weights in the usual 
way. We will say p 2 i; if fi - c can be written C ii& (k, EZ+). (This is a 
partial ordering only if (A,) has no null roots.) Since (1 2 p for each weight p, 
we will call xthe unique highest weight. 
THEOREM 1.1. There exists an irreducible e-extreme module with unique 
highest weight (1”. Each wezkht can be written b = (r - C k& (ki E Z+). The 
space mz is one dimensional. Every h E &’ acts on each we&ht space (and each 
quasi wezght space) as multiplication by a scalar. Two modules of this type are 
isomorphic ;f and only if they have the same highest weight. 
Proof. The proof in [3], Chapter VII, Theorem 2 goes through using the 
fact rpZ, = 9Xx. 
We shall now assume that d is dominant integral, that is il”(h,) E Zf for 
i E I. It is fairly easy to see that there exist Cartan matrices (Aii), which are 
singular, have no null roots, and admit dominant integral functionals 
to Kc&?*. 
Let 8, = fi(ad fi)-Ajc+l for i, j E I, i # j. AS in [3, p. 2161, [0i, , ek] = 0 = 
[Q , fk] for all k E I. Let 0 be the ideal generated by the Bij and the Szj . 
A Cartan matrix is called connected if it is impossible to permute I in such a 
way that the resulting matrix is of the form (fj). If (A,) is classical, then a 
theorem of Serre [7, Appendix to Chapter 61 shows that L = z/O is one of 
the finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras. If (A,) is in addition con- 
nected, then L is simple. We will follow Berman [l] in defining a radical 
for 2. Let Xn = {h E SF: a,(h) = 0 for all i E I}. If 01 is a positive root of 
height r, let R, = {eiy E e, : [e, , f. z1 ,..., fii;r = 0 for any r of the fi}. If --01 is a 
negative root of height -r let R-, = {e-, E z-, : [e-, , eil ,..., ei;i = 0 for 
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any r of the ei}. We define the radical R of z to be the direct sum of Xn and 
the R, , where the summation is taken over all roots. Thus defined, R is a 
homogeneous ideal with respect to the root space decomposition of z. If 
(&) is connected and has no null roots, then L = E/R is a simple Lie algebra. 
Also, L is finite dimensional if and only if (Aij) is a classical Cartan matrix, in 
which case R = 0. Furthermore, it can be shown that R is the kernel of 
every irreducible e-extreme representation [4]. 
From now on we will consider the Lie algebra L. We will continue to write 
ei , fi , h, , X’ for the images in L. If L, = e,/Ra is nonzero we call 01 a root of 
L and L, the corresponding root space. Since ‘9&e, C ‘%Xn,+, for each e, E L, 
and each ‘!lJ$, e, is locally nilpotent for each positive 01. The argument in 
[3, Chapter VII, Lemma 21 shows that each fi is locally nilpotent on 9.X. 
We can thus define the exponentials exp (teol)(a positive) and exp (tft). For 
each i G I, ad ei and ad fi are locally nilpotent on L. Hence exp (ad te,) and 
exp (ad tfi) are defined for all t E 4, (Proposition 3 of [Sj). For each t E (5*, the 
multiplicative group of 4, we define the automorphism 
e,(t) = exp(ad te,) exp(ad t-‘fi) exp(ad teJ. 
If w = wi, *a* wb is any element of W, then as in [5], 
L&(t) *** e,,(t) = L,, . 
It follows that if A is the set of roots, then 
AW=A, 
An=lIWCA, 
A, =PWCA. 
IfoleA,, we call 01 a Weyl-simple root. If 01 is Weyl-simple, dim L, = 
dim L,< = 1. Also it can be checked that the only other root in Za is --01. 
If 01 E A, , we will say that 01 is Weyl-positive. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let a be such that e, and ad e, are locally nilpotent, then 
z exp(ud te,) = exp(- te,) z exp(te,) 
for all x CC L. 
Proof. Let z, be any element of 9.X Since e, is locally nilpotent 
.(-tea)* = 0 for some p. We may choose q such that (te,)* annihilates 
all U( - te,)iz and choose Y such that z(ud te$ = 0. Take m > 2 max{ p, q, Y}. 
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Then 
v exp( -te,)z exp(teJ 
=v 1+...+ ( 
(-%>m z 
’ I( 
1 + . . . + (Q=y )
m. 
=v z+..*+z 
( 
(amd’teJm + 
m! ) 1 
yiiv( -te,>i z(te,)j 
i+ixn 
and the summation is seen to be zero since either i > p or j > q. 
We are now in a position to define the Chevalley group associated with 9X. 
For each i E I, let 
wi(t) = exp(te,) exp(t-lfi) exp(teJ. 
Let /3 be any Weyl-positive root and choose a positive root OL and w E W such 
that olw = /3. Then if e, is any element of LB , there is some e, E L, such that 
e,$(t) = e, . Hence 
e, = e,@(t) = e$,,(t) *.. e,r(t) = wi,(-t) ... wi,(-t) earni, ... wi,(t). 
Thus, the local nilpotence of e, implies that e, is also locally nilpotent. We 
define the Chevalley group G to be the group generated by all exp(te,), where 
a! E A, and e, is any element of L, . 
2. W RELATED TO G 
We will find it convenient to write (I*, h) for ji(h), p E A, h ES%?‘. This 
defines a (possibly degenerate) form on A and 2. We let W act on X by 
setting h,wi = hj - Aiih, and extending linearly. According to this definition, 
( , ) is invariant under W. The next four results are due to Moody and Teo 
[6] for the case I finite. The generalization to I = N is immediate. 
THEOREM 2.1. W is a Coxeter group with presentation 
{(wiwJmij: rnii < co}, 
where rn,* is given by the table 
AiiAj, 0 1 2 3 2-4 
mij 2 3 4 6 co 
for i # j, and mii = 2. 
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For each Weyl-simple root 01, pick 01~ and w E W such that aiW = 01. Then 
define w, = w-Iwiw and h, = hiw. These depend only on 01. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For all CY, fi E A,, 
(9 w,leu,w, = WBWa 
(ii) hswo, = hBwa 
(iii) For any p E A, pwly = p - (p, h,)ol. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let \cir be any group with generators {2ih. : 01 E A,} 
satisfying 
42 w, =l, ti;)&,eir,* = ti,,, . 
Then w, --)r C, dejines a homomorphism of W onto w. 
For each Weyl-simple root 01, we choose e, EL, satisfying ea, = ei and 
[e, , e-,] = h, . It is known that for every Weyl-simple root 01 and each t ~4, 
exp(ad tea) is defined and an automorphism of L. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f&(t) = exp(ad teJ exp(ad t-le,) exp(ad te,)(or E A,). 
(i) O=(t) coincides with w, on .X. 
(ii) If p is any root and b E LB , be,(t) = t-Q*Qb’, where 
b’ = b&(l) ELBur,. 
(iii) If /3 is also a Weyl-simple root, e&‘&l) = c(01, /3) ee% and c(01, p) = 
c(a, -/3)-l. 
(iv) Let &(t) = 0,(1)-l e&t). Th en f or each root /I, &(t) acts on L, as 
multiplication by t@JQ. 
THEOREM 2.5. For each Weyl-simple root 01, and each t EC$*, let w,(t) = 
exp(te,J exp(t-‘e-J exp(te,). Let v be any element of ‘%Xu . Then there exists 
d E ‘imu, LI independent oft such that VW,(t) = t-(p*h&‘. 
Proof. The proof in Lemma 13 of [8] needs some modification. According 
to the definition of w=(t) we have 
VW&) = v” = c t%Ji , 
where vi E flJ2,+i, _ C %NC+ia. In fact the ‘%RmF+ia are all distinct since mfi+, = 
2JIp+ja if and only if fi + i& = 6 + j& From this i = j because 01 is Weyl- 
simple and hence not null. (To see this, let 01 = oliw. Then d(hiw) = 
(OL, h,w) = (OL~W, h,w) = (q, hi) = 2). Applying h to v”, v”h = 
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VW&) hw=(t)-1 w,(t) = w(he,(t)) w,(t) = (p, hw,) OS = (pw, , h) d = 
(p - (p, h,) (Y, h) v” and so v” E ‘$-(u,h,)61 This means 
v” = t-(“.h”>v-(,,h,) E ~uw, * 
As in [8], Lemmas 19 and 20, for t E#* and OL E An, let h,(t) = 
~~(1))’ wJt) and let w, = ~~(1). Then h,(t) acts on each mZ, as multiplication 
by the scalar t(p*ha) and uuhB(t) w;’ = he,,(t). 
3. COMMUTATOR FORMULA AND CONSEQUENCES 
In this section and the next, we assume (Aij) is bounded, that is, A,j > -M 
for some M. If 01 E A, , exp(te,) is defined for any t E+ and any e, E L, . 
If (II E A,, every element of L, is a scalar multiple of the e, chosen in Section 2. 
Hence if a E An, we will write x&t) for exp(te,). We denote by Xa the group 
{xm(t): t E+}. If 01 E A, - A n , and if e,l and ea2 are two different elements of 
L, we might have exp(te,l) exp(uea2) # exp(te,l + uea2). We will introduce no 
new notation for exp(te,) in this case. 
For TV = A - C Kiq we define the height of p, ht(p) = -C Ki . For all 
n > 0, let m-n = &&)&-n mm, . Each 1)32-” is invariant under exp(teu) if 01 
is a positive root. Furthermore, on 9X+, exp(te,) coincides with a polynomial 
in e, and thus agrees with an element of @+, the subalgebra of the universal 
enveloping algebra of L generated by the ei . 
For all n 3 0, let P-” = {a E P : not every e, EL, annihilates rolwn}. 
For each root 01 let d(ol) = dim L, < co and fix a basis e,l,..., ez@) of L, . 
For each n, we have a representation of %’ on !PV. Let Ken be the kernel 
and let %M-n = %+/K+. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (Chevalley commutator formula). Let 01, fl be any 
positive roots and let e, and e, be any elements of L, and L, . Then in the poly- 
nomial ring @,[t, u] we have 
d(io+iB) 
(exp(teJ, exp(u.@) = n n exp(c$%je~~+jB), 
da+jBEP-” k=l 
where (x, y) means xyx-ly-l. The product can be taken in any order and the 
ci”j are elements of 4. 
Proof. We adapt Steinberg’s method [8], Lemma 15. We multiply the 
left side on the right by the inverse of the right side and call this product 
f(t, u). It will be sufficient to show that f(t, U) = 1. We will actually sketch 
an argument showing t(df/dt) = 0. Taking the derivative and using Lemma 
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1.2 we see that t(df/dt) = g(t, U) f(t, u), where g(t, u) = &,k D$iu%~~+je and 
Di”j E $. Keeping track of the calculations reveals that 05 = -ici + Pi”j , 
where Pi; is a polynomial in the CL such that p + q < i + j. Set c:r = P,” 
for K = 1 ,..., d(a + /I). These P& involve none of the c: . Once all c”, for 
which p + q < N are determined, we set ci = (l/i) Pi for all i + j = N 
and all K = l,..., d(z& + j/3). Thus the CL can be chosen to give the result. 
The commutator formula will be applied to the restrictions of group 
elements to the !Vm-n. We will write g-” for this restriction, or, when the 
context specifies 11, simply g. 
DEFINITION. For each Z, 
X,” = {xa(t)-“}, CLefl,nP, 
U-” = (exp(tf@: a E P), 
X& = (exp(te,)-“: (Y E P - ai>. 
(Here ( ) designates generated group.) 
LEMMA 3.2. For all n and all ai , X&i is normal in U-” and hence U-” = 
x;*?x-” P-q * 
Proof. Apply the commutator formula on 1111-” and use the fact that 
01~ # iak + j/3 for any i, j > 1 and any positive root fl. 
DEFINITION. U = {g E G : g+ is defined and belongs to U-” for all n}. 
Xp-.i = {g E G : g-n is defined and belongs to 3&ze, for all n}. 
LEMMA 3.3. If EZi = C k,$ with k, 3 0, then C kjaj = CQ; that is, 
kj = aij. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then kj # 0 for some j # i. If ki # 0, we get 
0 = (ki - I)& + C kjB, 
+i 
and we know there is no nonzero relation of this form. If ki = 0, 
2 = a,($) = i kjZj(hi) = f: kjAji < 0. 
j=l j-1 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose 0~~ E P-“. Then if g E U-“, g = X,i(ti)p-, , where 
t, is uniquely determined and p-, E X& . 
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Proof. Let v E !JJI-” be such that vei # 0. We may assume v E !&. 
Since U-” = X,FXrZai , g = x,,(&) p-, , whence vg = t,ve, + C y where the 
sum is a finite sum of elements from spaces ?&+a with /I a positive linear 
combination of positive roots. Hence /3 = & Kdq with Ki > 0. Further- 
more, /3 # 01~ . Now we have tivei E !JJI,,+a. and y E 9X,+, . Hence tivei E ‘9Jlfi+, 
and y E !iDIm,+p . By the directness of the weight space decomposition and the’ 
preceding lemma, 
LEMMA 3.5. Let g E U. Then on every 1131~” we can write g = x,JtJp-, 
where p-, E 3Z&za, and depends only on n, but ti is uniquely determined and does 
not depend on n. 
Proof. Pick n least such that oli E P- n. Determine ti as in the preceding 
lemma. Then g = x,,(tJ p-, on any ‘$I-” such that oli E P-“‘because the same 
v could be used. On the other hand, g = x,,(tJp-, on any ‘3JI-” such that 
a$ $ P-” because on such an VI+, xai(t) = 1 for any t and g = p-, . 
PROPOSITION 3.5. U = X$r+, . 
Proof. Let g E U. Then g = x,JtJp-, on all !I@~. Let p = x,,(-t)g. 
Thenp-” = p-, E 3$zayi and sop E &-,< . Thereforeg = x,,(&) p E X,&+ . 
LEMMA 3.7. If p is Weyl-positive and e, is any element of LB , then for each 
Weyl-simple 01, there exists e,, a E LBu, such that a 
w&F1 expk3) w.(t) = expk9,J 
Proof. By 2.4 (ii) 
w=(t)-’ e,w,(t) = some epw, E LBw, . 
Exponentiating this gives the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8. If /3 E P - CQ , then pwi E P. 
Proof. We note first that p E P - (Ye implies /3 # nq for any integer n. 
Then /3 = ‘& kjmi (kj 2 0) and k,, # 0 for some& # i. 
and we still have 5, # 0. Hence the root /3wi is positive. 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. FOY alliE1, 
w&)-l 3&W&) c u. 
Proof. We first show that there exists some integer m such that 
‘@-*wi(t) _C !lR-“. Let 9& _C !IJ2n-n. Then p = (1 - C Kjoli and C K, < n. 
Our assumption that there exists some M such that Ati > -M for all 
i, ~EI implies C&An 3 -nM. Now %Qm,wi(t) c ‘!VJ,,( by Theorem 2.5, 
and we compute 
pwi = /.L - (p, h&xi = p - p(hi)oli 
= /A - (&hi) - c kjq(hi)) oli 
= p - (/&hi) - c k,A,) mi . 
From this we see that 
ht&wJ = ht(,u) - /f(hi) + c KjAii > --11 - x(hJ - nM. 
Now to prove the proposition, we can write for g E Xp-,i and v E ‘ill-” 
v-nw&)-1 gw,(t) = v-nw#)-l g-w&) 
= v-“wi(t)-l exp(esl) 1.. exp(ee$ wi(t), 
where the flj E P - ai and eBi E Lo3 . By 3.7 and 3.8 
W>-’ exp(eBl) a** ew(eBJ wi(t> = exp(eglw,) -*a exphfw,), 
where each &wi E P. Hence wi(t)-lgw,(t) E U. 
4. TITS’ SYSTEMS 
Our main object here is to prove that G contains a Tits’ system. The results 
of the preceding section allow us to follow Steinberg’s treatment closely. 
ConsequentIy, we will only sketch the proof. 
DEFINITION. N = (w,(t): 01 edn), H = (h,(t) :mE&). 
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LEMMA 4.1. 
(i) G is generated by all exp(te,), where OL E P and all q(t). 
(ii) For all 01, /I E An, 
cl+p, = WBW,(4% /% 
where c(o1,fl) is as in 2.4, iii. 
(iii) Assume a: E A,, /3 E A,, and let e, E Ld . Then 
h,(t)-l exp(ue,) h,(t) = exp(t@*ha”ue,). 
Proof. (i) follows from the definition of G. (ii) and (iii) are consequences of 
Theorem 2.4, iii and Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.5, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. H is normal in N and N/H E W. 
Proof. The isomorphism is given by w, -+ w,(t)H. The verification is 
[8], Lemma 22. Proposition 2.3 provides for it to go through. 
LEMMA 4.3. h,(t) normalizes U and hence UH is a group. 
Proof. This follows from 4.1, iii and the definition of U. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let B = UH. B n N = H. 
Proof. Let g E B n N. We can write g = wiI ... w,,h. Let /3 EP and 
e, E L, . Clearly hg-l exp(es) gh-l E U. But by 3.7 this is exp(e,,), where 
w = wi ..* wi . Since exp(es,) E U, flw EP. To see this note that it is 
possiblito takd a basis for !VI from the %J&, in each !V& , and order it respecting 
the partial ordering on the weights. Then g E U is upper triangular unipotent 
whereas exp(ey) is lower triangular unipotent for each negative y.Thus w = 1 
and so wiI e-0 wi, E H giving the result. 
DEFINITION. A set consisting of a group G, two subgroups B and N, and 
a subset S of N/( B n N) is called a Tits’ system or B - N pair if the following 
conditions are satisfied 
(i) (B u N) = G, 
(ii) B n N is normal in N, 
(iii) S is a set of involutory generators for W = N/(B A N), 
(iv) for all s E S, w E W, wBs C BwB u BwsB, 
(v) for all s E S, sBs g B. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let S = {wi : i E I}. Then G, B, N, and S form a Tits’ 
system. 
Proof. Since B n N = H and N/H G W, we have (ii) and (iii). Con- 
dition (i) follows from 4.1, i. For (v) we may take w*(t) and wi(-t) as repre- 
sentatives for s = wi in N. We have w,(t)-’ 3$w,(t) = XT, . Now elements of 
H are diagonal and elements of U are upper triangular umpotent with respect 
to the basis chosen in 4.4. But if x+(t) # 1 it is lower triangular and hence 
not in B. Condition (iv) is Lemma 25 of [8]. The necessary results are 
Propositions 3.6 and 3.9. 
We conclude with a note about the relationship between G and the adjoint 
group G, (see [6]). Let GIT be the subgroup of G generated by all exp(te,) where 
c1 is Weyl-simple. One verifies routinely that Bn E B n Gn and N (with 
S as before) form a B - N pair in Grr . 
PROPOSITION 4.6. G, is the homomorphic image of Gn , where the homo- 
morphism is given by x,(t) --f exp(ad te,). 
Proof. Let IJ xIY(t) = 1. Denote the representation of L on 8JI by p. For 
each z E L and every v E !JJI 
v (z n exp(ad t,e,))’ = v (n x=(t))-’ zp n x,(t) = v~+‘. 
Since p is faithful, .z = z I-J exp(ad t,e,) and so n exp(ad t,e,) = 1. 
The preceding proposition sheds no light on the connection between the 
Tits’ systems of Gn and G, . A clue would lie in the relationship between U 
and the corresponding group in G, constructed by Moody and Teo. 
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